Session: Young researchers in
molecular communications
• 11:00 – 11:20 Chun Tung Chou – Paradigms and interfaces of
molecular communications
• 11:20 – 11:40 Gianluca Reali – Education and Training Opportunities in
Molecular Communications
• 11:40 – 12:00 Eduard Alarcon – The state of the art in Molecular
Communications: art or science? Squaring the Circle
• 12:00 – 12:30 Open Floor Discussion
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What will you get from this talk?
• Some suggestions for young researchers
– General
– Specific to molecular communication

• My own journey into the world of molecular communication
• Paradigms and interfaces of molecular communication
– Paradigms: Aware of different ways of thinking
– Interfaces: Get inspiration and techniques

• Disclaimer: Informal, not aiming to be comprehensive and systematic.
Topics on molecular communication has a personal bias.
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Choice of research problems
•

A talk by Richard Hamming entitled “You and your research”

To illustrate, consider my experience at BTL. For the first few years I ate
lunch with the mathematicians. … shifted to eating with the physics
table. I shifted to the chemistry table …
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What are the important problems in molecular communications?
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Attackable research problems
•

A talk by Richard Hamming entitled “You and your research”

Note that importance of the results of a solution does not make the
problem important. In all the 30 years I spent at Bell Telephone
Laboratories (before it was broken up) no one to my knowledge worked
on time travel, teleportation, or anti-gravity. Why? Because they had no
attack on the problem. Thus an important aspect of any problem is that
you have a good attack, a good starting place, some reasonable idea of
how to begin.

What are the attackable important problems in molecular communications?
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Need to work on entire areas
• Acceptance speech of Mathukumalli Vidyasagar on receiving the
IEEE Control Systems Award
My third point is: If you aspire to success, you must work on entire areas,
not just individual research problems. I got this advice from … and it
really changed the way I do research. Until then I was like a gun-slinger,
working on whatever problems caught my fancy, with no particular theme
or coherence to my work.
What do you see as the theme for your research in molecular
communications?
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How to get into a new field
• Acceptance speech of Mathukumalli Vidyasagar on receiving the
IEEE Control Systems Award
My fourth point is: Don’t be afraid to change research areas often.
Changing areas requires a lot of courage, because you get pushed out of
your comfort zone. But it has its own rewards. A related point is: When
you do move into a new area, work out everything for yourself from
scratch, and don’t always believe everything you read. This is the reason
why I like to write a lot of books. It’s only when you start writing a book
that you realize just how poorly you understand the subject. Writing a
book forces you to develop a holistic view of the subject. The benefit is
that if you do even a halfway decent job of explaining a particular subject,
then pretty soon everyone begins to look at things your way.
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How did I get into molecular communication?
•

A messy path

•

I am interested in the biological side so I needed some biology
– I started reading some molecular communication papers, and talked to whoever
wouldn’t think my knowledge on biology was embarrassing

•

First attempt:
– James Watson et al. ”Molecular biology of the Gene”
– Bruce Alberts et al. “Molecular biology of the Cell”

•

Worst than Tolstoy and Dostoevyski
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How did I get into molecular communication?
•

Don’t be afraid to start from the very basic:
– “Molecular and Cell Biology for Dummies”

•

Picked a number of well cited papers
– Forward and backward learning the basic, models, methods etc.

•

Picked a problem to start with. Finished it and saw the gap which became the
next problem
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Information transmission in embryo
J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 23 (2011) 153102
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Figure 10. Drosophila melanogaster embryo at cell cycle 14. Nuclei
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stained in blue (see inset), bicoid stained in green and hunchback
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stained in red, data reproduced from [48]. At this stage, about 6000
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under a single microscope view. Each nucleus provides a joint
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Amplitude modulation – Nature’s way

Cell signalling

• Yeast cells respond to different concentration levels of pheromone
– Low concentration:
– Medium concentration:
– High concentration:

Grow and divide normally
Chemotropic growth
Mating response

Downloaded from http://rsob.royalsocietypublishing.org/ on June 9, 2
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Merlini et al. Mate and fuse: how yeast cells do it
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Information transmission in biological systems
• Transport based molecular communication often has very low bit
rate
• Paradigm:
– 1-bit communication / low bit rate communication versus
– High bit rate communication
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Why is low bit rate communication important?
• Challenges
– Low copy number (especially gene) leads to high noise
– Noise due to variation in the number of molecules (e.g. mRNA)
– Nonlinearity in rate of chemical reaction makes analysis difficult
– How cells use molecules and chemical reactions for computation,
communication and control?
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Downloaded from http://rsob.royalsocietypublishing.org/ on June 9, 2015
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The secret (?) behind cell signalling
• Recurrent structures / motifs / basic building blocks

Molecular circuits
= A set of chemical
reactions

Uri Alon
Network motifs: theory and experimental approaches
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How can we use molecular circuits to decode?
• Paradigm:
– Processing using silicon based devices versus
– Processing using molecular circuits

• Research questions:
– How different molecular circuits impact on the performance of
communication?
– What are the properties of these molecular circuits?
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Modelling paradigms

Mathematical Biology
Biophysics

• Many different models:
– ODE, PDE,
– Langevin equations, chemical master equations, reaction-diffusion master
equations, Smoluchowski equation

• Important to learn and understand different modelling paradigms
• Open problems: Moment closure and computation of master
equations. Validity of some master equations in some situations.
• Paradigms
– Single-scale versus multiple scale
– Multi-scale models: temporal and scale
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Figure 3 Simulation results for the system in equation (3). Here,

Analogue versus digital
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Synthetic Biology: A Unifying View and
Review Using Analog Circuits
Jonathan J. Y. Teo, Sung Sik Woo, Student Member, IEEE, and Rahul Sarpeshkar

• After nearly two decades of research,
the necessitated
largest circuit
built
‘12-part circuit’
4 kinds of
cells with 3 logic
gates within each [2].
In contrast, Nature herself has designed
within a cell is still a synthetic ‘6-logic-gate
circuit’
complex nonlinear, stochastic, analog circuits within cells that
• In contrast, Nature herself hashave
designed
nonlinear,
over 30 000complex
state variables
[3]–[5]; her circuits comprise
asynchronous
feedback
circuits
in pathways
signiﬁcantly more
stochastic, analog circuits within
cells that
have
over
30 000
complex than feed-forward, high-molecular-copy-number
state variables
logic gates. Furthermore, her circuits are so energy, part-count,

tract—We review the ﬁeld of synthetic biology from an
g circuits and analog computation perspective, focusing on
ts that have been built in living cells. This perspective is
uited to pictorially, symbolically, and quantitatively repreg the nonlinear, dynamic, and stochastic (noisy) ordinary
partial differential equations that rigorously describe the
ular circuits of synthetic biology. This perspective enables
construct a canonical analog circuit schematic that helps
and review the operation of many fundamental circuits that
been built in synthetic biology at the DNA, RNA, protein,
mall-molecule levels over nearly two decades. We review 17
ts in the literature as particular examples of feedforward and
ack analog circuits that arise from special topological cases of
nonical analog circuit schematic. Digital circuit operation of
circuits represents a special case of saturated analog circuit
ior and is automatically incorporated as well. Many issues
ave prevented synthetic biology from scaling are naturally
sented in analog circuit schematics. Furthermore, the deep

and molecular-copy-number efﬁcient that her computational
efﬁciency per operation is 4 to 5 orders of magnitude more
efﬁcient than man-made systems in nanoscale GHz electronic
processes and is already near the thermodynamic limits of
of Computer
Engineering
physics [3], [6]. To developSchool
complex
circuits Science
that areand
as robust
and as efﬁcient as in nature, we will need to address 5 main
challenges:
1) Oversimpliﬁed Design Paradigms and Abstractions:
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Figure 2. Analog versus digital computation in cells. (a) The figure shows the power costs for doing addition in cells with a
genetic circuit. (b) The figure shows the molecular protein number required for doing addition in cells with a genetic circuit.
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Biology is a very dynamic field
• Results and methods get overturned
• Even those from big names and well cited papers
• Even mathematical results
– Due to the approximation being used

• Make sure you read the latest papers
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Conclusions
• Attackable important research problems
• Very rich paradigms in molecular communication
– This means lots of space for innovations

• Tomorrow: Analogue matched filter for demodulating chemical signals
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